We consider the problem of learning a predictor by combining possibly infinitely many linear predictors whose weights are to be learned, too, an instance of multiple kernel learning. To control overfitting a group p-norm penalty is used to penalize the empirical loss. We consider a reformulation of the problem that lets us implement a randomized version of the proximal point algorithm. The key idea of the new algorithm is to use randomized computation to alleviate the problem of dealing with possibly uncountably many predictors. Finite-time performance bounds are derived that show that under mild conditions the method finds the optimum of the penalized criterion in an efficient manner. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the new algorithm.
Introduction
We consider the problem of learning a predictor by combining linear predictors whose weights are to be learned, too. In particular, we are interested in the computationally challenging problem when the number of predictors is very large or infinite.
Let I denote the index set of the feature maps φ i : X → R d i , i ∈ I, used by the individual predictors, where d i is either a positive integer or d i = N. For the ease of exposition we assume at the beginning that I is finite. However, as it will be explained later, this assumption can be dropped easily and we may even allow I to have a mixed discrete-continuous structure. The predictors that we consider are restricted to take the form f w = i∈I w i , φ i , where w i ∈ R d i is the weight of the i th feature-vector and ·, · denotes the inner product over R d i . We assume that the empirical loss L T = L T (w) is a convex function of w = (w i ) i∈I (i.e., L T : × i∈I R d i → R). Oftentimes, L T takes the form L T (w) = 1/T T t=1 ℓ t (f w (x t )), where x t ∈ X is the t th input observation and each function ℓ t : R → R is convex, thus making L T a convex function of its argument. Common choices for the losses in supervised learning include the squared-loss, ℓ t (y) = 1 2 (y − y t ) 2 , and the hinge-loss, ℓ t (y) = max(1 − yy t , 0), where in the former case y t ∈ R, while in the latter case y t ∈ {−1, +1}. To simplify the presentation, from now on we will assume that L T is differentiable everywhere, although this assumption can be lifted by considering subgradients.
The hardness of the problem comes from the fact that the number of feature maps (the cardinality of I) is very large, which makes the problem challenging both from the algorithmic point of view and from the perspective of maintaining good generalization performance. This second issue is addressed adding a group p-norm penalty with 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 to the empirical loss (such as it was done, e.g., by Kloft et al. (2011) ), while the computational issue will be tackled by resorting to a randomized algorithm.
Reformulation of the optimization problem
As suggested, we add a group p-norm penalty, for some 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, to the empirical loss L T and propose to solve min
for some (given) weights ρ i > 0, i ∈ I, where · 2 denotes the ℓ 2 norm. Since in the following we deal with the above minimization problem where the actual form of L T is not interesting, only that it is convex and nonnegative, we will drop the subscript T and simply write L(w) instead of L T (w). Furthermore, for numbers u i indexed by i ∈ I, we will use the vector u = (u i ) i∈I .
The rationale of using the squared weighted p-norm is that for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 it is expected to encourage sparsity at the group level which should allow one to handle cases when I is very large. The actual form, however, is also chosen for reasons of computational convenience. In fact, the reason to use the 2-norm of the weights is to allow the algorithm to work even with infinite-dimensional feature vectors (and thus weights) by resorting to the kernel trick. To see how this works, just notice that the above penalty can also be written as subject to w ∈ × i∈I R d i , θ ∈ ∆ α , where α = p/(2 − p) and we define 0/0 = 0 and u/0 = ∞ for u > 0, which implies that w i = 0 if θ i = 0. That this minimization problem is indeed equivalent to our original task (1) for the chosen value of α follows from the fact that J(w, θ) is jointly convex in (w, θ). Now, if φ i is a feature-map underlying some kernel k i : X ×X → R of some reproducing kernel Hilbert space H i then for any
. Then, for any given fixed value of θ, the above problem becomes an instance of a standard penalized learning problem in the direct sum reproducing kernel Hilbert space
, thus allowing one to deal with infinite dimensional weight spaces. In fact, this has been the basis of many of the multiple-kernel learning papers (see, Gönen and Alpaydın (2011) and the references therein). To make this connection explicit just notice that if k i denotes the reproducing kernel underlying H i then the k θ = i∈I θ i k i will be the reproducing kernel underlying H θ . Thus, by learning θ, the method learns a linear combination of the base kernels (together with a predictor that uses the learnt kernel).
When I is small, or moderate in size, the joint-convexity of J allows one to use off-theshelf solvers to find the joint minimum of J. However, when I is large or infinite off-the-shelf solvers might be slow or it could be impossible to use them. Targeting this situation, here we propose the following approach: Exploiting again that J(w, θ) is jointly convex in (w, θ), we propose to find the optimal weights by finding the minimizer of
, where w * (θ) . = arg min w J(w, θ). Note that here we have slightly abused notation by reusing the symbol J. Also, note that w * (θ) is well-defined as the minimizer of J(·, θ) is unique for any θ ∈ ∆ α . Again, exploiting the joint convexity of J(w, θ), we find that if θ * is the minimizer of J(θ), then w * (θ * ) will be an optimal solution to the original problem (1). Note that if only a small number of components of θ are non-zero, then w * (θ) can be computed efficiently using existing solvers (with complexity polynomial in the number of non-zero components of θ). Hence, we propose to use a randomized algorithm that maintains a finite set of nonzero coefficients in θ to minimize J = J(θ) in an iterative fashion. This algorithm is described in the next section.
A randomized proximal-point algorithm
The purpose of this section is to describe our proposed algorithm, which is an instance of a randomized version of the proximal point algorithm (Martinet, 1978; Rockafellar, 1976) (also known as the mirror descent algorithm (Nemirovski and Yudin, 1998) ). In the algorithm we will need the components of the derivative of J = J(θ).
As it is well-known, thanks to the implicit function theorem the gradient of J(θ) can be computed by evaluating the partial derivative
. 1 Note that the derivative is well-defined only if θ > 0, that is, no coordinates of θ are zero, in which case
If θ i = 0 for some i ∈ I, we define the derivative in a continuous manner as
assuming the above limit exists. Note that the by implicit differentiation of J(w, θ) and the optimality of w * (θ) we get, for any i ∈ I,
Combining with (3) we obtain
showing that the limit in (4) always exists.
To compute an element of g(θ) = ∇J(θ), we need to compute ∂ ∂θ J(w, θ) and w * (θ). As discussed before, the latter computation is standard and is efficient as long as the support of θ is finite. However, computing all components of the gradient is unpractical, or even infeasible if I is large. To alleviate this problem we propose a randomized proximal point algorithm that, instead of taking the whole gradient g(θ), only uses an efficiently computable, unbiased random estimateĝ(θ) of the gradient g(θ).
Before giving the algorithm, we need a few definitions. Let d = |I|, A ⊂ R d be nonempty with a convex interior A o . We call the function Ψ : A → R a Legendre (or barrier) function if it is strictly convex, its partial derivatives exist and are continuous, and for every sequence {x k } ⊂ A approaching the boundary of A, lim k→∞ ∇Ψ(
The Bregman projection Π Ψ,K : A o → K corresponding to the Legendre function Ψ and a closed convex set
Algorithm 1 show the proposed randomized version of the standard proximal point method with an unbiased gradient estimate. In the algorithm F k denotes the σ-algebra generated by θ 1 , . . . , θ k , and ∇J(θ) denotes the gradient of J(θ) at θ. By assumption, η k > 0 is deterministic.
Using standard techniques the performance of Algorithm 1 can be bounded as follows:
Theorem 3.1. Assume Ψ is strongly convex with respect to some norm · (with dual norm · * ), that is, for any θ, θ ′ ∈ A,
Algorithm 1 Randomized proximal point algorithm.
where K is closed and convex with
7:
Suppose, furthermore, that Algorithm 1 is run for T time steps and for some deterministic constant B ≥ 0 and for all k = 0, . . . , T − 1, it holds that
Proof. First note that the convexity of J implies, for any k,
By following the derivation in Beck and Teboulle (2003) , a single element of the sum on the right hand side above can be bounded as
Taking conditional expectation according to F k−1 and summing for all k proves the first part of the theorem. To see the second part notice that the divergence terms telescope for fixed
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
), hence the theorem immediately gives a bound on E [J T ], too. Also, following standard arguments, it is not hard to give an O(1/ √ T ) high-probability bound on the deviation J( Nemirovski et al. 2009 ). These results are not hard to extend to time-varying step-sizes, like η k = 1/ √ k either. It remains to define the gradient estimatesĝ k in Algorithm 1. Note that the key here is to keep the variance of these estimates bounded, as well as to make sure that the estimate can be efficiently computed. One possible solution that we propose here is to sample the gradient along one of the coordinate axes, that is,ĝ k can have at most one non-zero coordinate.
Formally, the randomized gradientĝ k is defined as follows: Let e i , i ∈ I denote the i th unit vector of the standard basis of R d , i.e., the i th coordinate of e i is 1 while the others are 0. Let I k ∈ I be an F k−1 -measurable random variable with
is a conditionally unbiased estimate of the gradient satisfying (6). Now, we define q k−1 to control the variance of the estimate; let
Note that the above formula is well-defined only if all the elements g k−1,i = ∇J(θ (k−1) ), e i of the gradient are non-positive and the normalization factor
The first condition always holds as it can be seen from (5), while C k−1 is finite, if, for example,
is finite and the derivative-norms ∂ w i L(w * (θ)) 2 are uniformly bounded, as can be seen again from (5). Note that the latter condition holds, for example, when L is the empirical squared loss and the feature maps φ i and the target variables are bounded.
Assuming
2 * . Thus, the condition is verified as long as max i∈I e i 2 * < ∞. Monte Carlo methods allow the efficient computation of the stochastic gradient estimatê g k,i . For example, rejection sampling can be used to sample from q k−1 if C k−1 is available as Algorithm 2 Projected stochastic gradient algorithm.
Sample a gradient estimateĝ k of g(θ (k−1 ) randomly according to (9) using distribution (10).
5:
is the case when considering polynomial kernels and the squared loss, as we do in our experiments. More generally, if C 0 is available then C k−1 can be computed incrementally. When C 0 is not analytically computable, one has to approximate it, for example, by sampling. The theoretical results extend easily to this case. Another approach, applied in the experiments, is to use importance sampling: if π k−1 is used in place of q k−1 in the definition of I k and g k , then the estimate remains unbiased and the bound on the conditional variance will increase by at most a factor of β k−1 = sup i∈I
. If, for example, I is finite or is a convex compact subset of a Euclidean space, one can ensure sup k β k−1 < ∞ by selecting π k−1,i to be uniformly bounded away from zero for all i ∈ I and k. More generally, π k−1 can be set as a mixture where one of the components is q k−1 . In our experiments (where I is finite, though large), we used heuristically derived distributions π k−1 that are faster to sample from, yet guarantee a finite conditional variance. There is an obvious tradeoff in choosing π k−1 to minimize variance vs. improve the efficiency of sampling. We leave the study of this tradeoff for future work.
The efficient sampling of the gradient is not the only practical issue, since the choice of the Legendre function and the convex set K may also cause some complications. For example, if Ψ(x) = i∈I x i (ln x i − 1), then the resulting algorithm is exponential weighting, and one needs to store and update |I| weight, which is clearly infeasible if |I| is very large (or infinite). On the other hand, if Ψ(x) = x 2 2 and we project to the positive quadrant of the ℓ 2 ball K = ∆ 2 (with A = [0, ∞) I ), we obtain a stochastic projected gradient method, shown in Algorithm 2. This is in fact the algorithm that we use in the experiments. Note that in (1) this corresponds to using p = 4/3. The reason we made this choice is because in this case projection is a simple scaling operation. Had we chosen K = ∆ 1 , the ℓ 2 projection would very often cancel many of the nonzero components, resulting in an overall slow progress. Based on the above calculations and Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following performance bound for our algorithm.
Corollary 3.2. Assume that there exists a B > 0 such that
Extension
We made some assumptions to simplify the presentation of our results, which are not strictly necessary. The assumption of the differentiability of J can easily be dropped using standard sub-gradient arguments. The discreteness of I can also be dropped; in this case we have to define a dominating measure µ on I, and all the summations over the index set I become integrals with respect to µ. In the case that I is countable, we get back our formulation by defining µ to be the counting measure. More general forms of I are especially important to handle parametrized feature sets when the parameter is continuous or is of mixed discrete/continuous type. While the above modifications can be done in a straightforward way, they come at the price of some technical complications and heavier notation.
Experiments
In this section we apply our methods to the problem of multiple kernel learning in regression. Two sets of experiments are considered. In the first set, our aim is to learn with polynomial kernels: given a set of base kernels {k 1 , . . . , k r } we consider the set K D of product kernels of degree at most D:
Our method then learns some weights θ i ≥ 0 to get a combined kernel k θ (x, x ′ ) = i∈I θ i k i (x, x ′ ) and also a predictor that uses k θ . In the second set of experiments we demonstrate how our algorithm can deal with continuously parametrized, uncountable kernel spaces, to learn linear combinations of Gaussian kernels. We consider both the case when a constant multiple of the identity matrix is used as the covariance matrix (i.e., in this case I is an interval), or when the covariance matrix is diagonal (in this case I is a rectangle in the d-dimensional space). In all experiments a key issue will be how to implement the sampling step of the algorithm in an effective and efficient way.
For the complete specification of our algorithm it remains to specify how the components of the gradient of J = J(θ) are calculated. We start from (3), hence we need to give w * i (θ) 2 2 (i ∈ I). We chose the squared loss: L(w) = 1 2 n t=1 (f w (x t ) − y t ) 2 , where (x t , y t ) ∈ R d × R are the input-output pairs in the data. By resorting to the Representer Theorem we seek w i in the form
Rewriting (2) in terms of α we find the minimizer α * (θ) as the solution to the standard regularized kernel regression, thus completing the calculation.
We compare our method against several kernel learning algorithms from the literature on synthetic and real data. In all experiments we report mean squared error over test sets. A constant feature is added to act as offset, and the inputs and output are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Each experiment was performed with 10 runs in which we randomly chose training, validation, and test sets. The results are averaged over these runs.
Flexible polynomial kernels
To implement our algorithm we need to specify how we sample the kernel from the set I. We decided to experiment with the importance sampling variant of our algorithm. The ideal distribution over I would be obtained by normalizing the partial derivatives −
The idea of our algorithm is to sample a multi-index I = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I D ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r} D by sampling one index at a time. In particular, when (I 1 , . . . , I p ) are already sampled (0 ≤ p < D), the algorithm chooses the next index I p+1 from the distribution that is obtained from normalizing the values α * (θ)
Algorithm 3 Polynomial kernel sampling.
1: Input: α ∈ R n , the solution of the dual problem; kernel matrices {K 1 , . . . , K r }; the degree D of the polynomial kernel.
, j ∈ {0, . . . , r}.
7:
Sample I from π(·).
8:
10:
π ← π · π(I). 11: end for 12: return (K, π).
(here • denote the elementwise multiplication of matrices and K 0 = 11 ⊤ ). Given I, the kernel selected is • D j=1 K I j . The sampling procedure is shown as Algorithm 3. Note that the above sampling density satisfies the requirements postulated in the theoretical results concerning our algorithms.
Synthetic data
In this experiment we examined the effect of the size of the kernel space on performance. We generated data for a regression problem. Let r denote the number of dimensions of input space. The inputs are chosen uniformly at random from [−1, 1] r . The output of each instance is the uniform combination of 10 polynomial terms of degree 3 or less. These terms are chosen uniformly at random among all possible polynomial terms. The outputs are noise free. We generated datasets for r ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50} , with 500 training and 1000 test points.
We compared our method (Stoch) against the multiple kernel learning method of Kloft et al. (2011) (Kloft) , the nonlinear kernel learning method of Cortes et al. (2009) (Cortes) , and the hierarchical kernel learning algorithm of Bach (2008) (Bach) . The (base) kernels are r linear kernels built from the input variables:
, where x i denotes the i th variable of x. Recall that the resulting kernel of Cortes et al. (2009) 
where D is a predetermined integer that specifies the degree of nonlinear kernel. Note that adding a constant feature is equivalent to adding polynomial kernels of degree less than D to the combination too. We provided all possible polynomial kernels of degree D or less to the kernel learning method of Kloft et al. (2011) . For r base kernels this number is r+D D . For our method and the method of Bach (2008) we set the maximum kernel degree to 3.
The results of the experiments are reported in Figure 1 , the mean squared errors are on the left, while the training times are on the right-hand side. In the training time plot the numbers inside brackets indicate the total number of (distinguished) polynomial kernels for each value of r. Since the standard MKL method deals with a large number of base kernels, it was possible to precompute and keep the kernels in memory (8GB) for r ≤ 25. Therefore, we ran the standard MKL method for r ≤ 25. For r > 25, we could recompute the kernel matrices, however that further increases the training time for this algorithm. While the finite kernel leaning methods cannot handle exponentially large kernel spaces, the other three algorithms can efficiently learn kernel combinations. However their predictive accuracies are quite different. Note that the performance of the method of Cortes et al. (2009) starts to degrade as we increase r. This is due to the restricted family of kernels that this method considers. The method of Bach (2008) , which is well-suited to learn sparse combination of polynomial kernels, performs better than Cortes et al. (2009) for higher number of input dimensions. Among all methods, our method performs best. It achieves optimal accuracy for up to r = 40 in this experiment. It is only at r = 50 that we observe a slight increase in error (≈ 0.01).
Real data
In this experiment we consider again the polynomial kernels that are built from linear kernels corresponding to the input variables. In this case we chose several datasets from the UCI machine learning repository (Frank and Asuncion, 2010) and Delve datasets. 2 We selected datasets in which the number of dimensions of the input space is more than 20. We considered polynomial kernels of degree 2 and 3 in this experiment. The following list shows the methods that we compared:
• Stoch: our new algorithm, with D ∈ {2, 3}.
• Bach: method of Bach (2008), with D ∈ {2, 3}.
• Cortes: method of Cortes et al. (2009) , with D ∈ {2, 3}. • Kloft: standard ℓ p -norm MKL, with p ∈ {1, 2}. Base kernels are linear kernels. Implementation is based on Kloft et al. (2011) .
• Uniform: uniform combination of all kernels up to degree
The datasets include german, ringnorm, waveform, ionosphere, sonar, and splice. Figure 2 shows the results. The specifications of these datasets, and the size of training, validation, and test sets are shown in Table 1 . The regularization parameter is selected from the set {10 −4 , . . . , 10 3 } for all methods using a validation set.
In general, we observe that methods that consider non-linear variable interactions (Stoch, Bach, and Cortes) perform better than linear methods (Kloft) . Among non-linear methods, Cortes performs worse than the other two. We believe that this is due to the restricted kernel space considered by this method. The performance of our method and Bach is similar overall.
We observed that our method overfits when it considers kernels of degree 3. However, one can easily address this issue by altering ρ vector that results in selecting lower-degree kernels more often. For this purpose, we ran this experiment for D = 3 with a modified set of ρ values, where we use ρ 2 i = 1 for kernels of degree 2 or less and ρ 2 i = 4 for kernels of degree 3. With the new regularization parameters the algorithm avoids overfitting to some extent. See Stoch (D = 3, prior) error values in Figure 2. 
Gaussian kernels -real data
In this experiment we consider parameterized kernel sets with uncountably many kernels. The kernels used in this experiment are Gaussian kernel parameterized by a single param-
. . , p}. We run our method with both single, and multi-dimensional kernel parameters (Stoch (1D) and Stoch (nD)), along with the infinite kernel learning methods proposed in Argyriou et al. (2005) (Arg (1D) and Arg (nD)), and Gehler and Nowozin (2008) (Gehler (1D) and Gehler (nD)). The method of Argyriou et al. (2005) has been improved in Argyriou et al. (2006) by applying DC-programming 
Figure 2: Prediction error of different methods in the real data experiment for parameter search. However this method is only applicable when the number of coordinates is small. In this experiment we implemented the original version proposed in Argyriou et al. (2005) in order to be consistent with other algorithms and to be able to run the method for high-dimensional parameter search. We restrict the parameter search to [10 −4 , 10 4 ]. We use Matlab's fmincon function to solve the parameter search sub-problem for the infinite kernel learning methods. We also run finite kernel learning (Finite (mkl)), based on the algorithm of Kloft et al. (2011) with 50 kernels selected by discretization of the above interval in a geometric fashion, where the i th kernel parameter is equal to 10 −4 1.6 i−1 . Finally, we evaluate the performance of the uniform combination of these 50 kernels (Finite (unif )).
Sampling densities for Stoch (1D) and Stoch (nD) methods. At each iteration of the algorithm we start by solving an optimization problem similar to other infinite kernel learning methods to find the best kernel parameter. Let σ * t be the optimal kernel parameter, found at iteration t. We define a truncated normal density, restricted to [10 −4 , 10 4 ] with mean and standard deviation equal to σ * t . Our stochastic method then samples the Gaussian kernel bandwidth from this density.
While the other infinite kernel learning methods perform a multi-dimensional parameter search at each iteration, we perform a faster parameter selection mechanism by sampling from a simpler density. Note that the multi-dimensional Gaussian kernel can be expressed as
, where k σ i 's are single-dimensional Gaussian kernels. We introduce an incremental algorithm, similar to the incremental approach we used for polynomial kernels, that samples one parameter per coordinate at each iteration until all parameters are selected. The internal procedure for selecting each coordinate's parameter is similar to our approach for single-dimensional parameter sampling.
The specifications of the datasets are given in Table 1 . We selected the regularization parameter from the set {10 −4 , . . . , 10 3 } using validation sets. The stopping criterion for all of the infinite kernel learning methods is that the change in the objective function value in two consequent iterations is less than 1% of its current value. We found that no further improvement is made by using lower stopping thresholds. The results are shown in Figure 3 . The results suggest that in most datasets it is better to search for one-dimensional kernel parameter. However, there are cases, such as image and splice datasets, in which multidimensional kernel parameter search achieves better performance. In general the performance of our method is comparable to that of other infinite kernel learning methods, as well as the Finite (mkl) algorithm. The median rank of all methods over all datasets, shown in Table 2 , also confirms this.
Training Time Comparison
We compared the training time of different methods in this experiment. The general trend over all datasets is that the Finite (unif) method is fastest, since it does not perform any kernel learning. Generally, one-dimensional methods perform faster than their multi-dimensional counterparts. Among one-dimensional methods, our method and the method of Argyriou et al. (2005) are comparable, and are both faster than the method of Gehler and Nowozin (2008) . Recall that Gehler and Nowozin (2008) recompute the entire kernel weight vector at each iteration. For datasets with relatively high number of dimensions (20 or more) the Finite (mkl) method performs faster than multidimensional methods with the given kernel set, but is slower than one-dimensional methods. Among multi-dimensional infinite kernel learning methods, our method performs considerably faster than the other methods (roughly 10 times faster in a dataset with 20 input variables). This is due to the specific sampling density we chose for this experiment. Finally, the multidimensional version of Argyriou et al. (2005) and Gehler and Nowozin (2008) are slowest, since they perform a multi-dimensional kernel parameter search at each iteration.
Conclusion
We introduced a new method for learning a predictor by combining possibly infinitely many linear predictors using a randomized proximal point algorithm. We derived finite-time performance bounds that show that the method efficiently optimizes our proposed criterion, and demonstrated the method on a variety of real and synthetic datasets comparing to a representative set of algorithms from the literature.
